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ON A PROCESS FOR OBTAINING ITERATIVE FORMULAS
oF HTGHER ORDER FOR ROOTS OF EQUATIONS

where l¿ is the biggest time-step chosen to ensu¡e the stability.
In the p¡esence of a source tenn nr nonhomogeneous Dirichlet conditions,

the diseretized system (1) becomes nonhomogeneous

U,= üU +LI ftr + F

U(0) = Lr,

with the exact solution
td+h

U(t,, + h) = eDîh U(t,)eD¿r' + ! eDî('s'-')f(") 
"nir('+n-l 

*
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If the trapezoidal rule is used, an approximaiion of the solution is

1. Let

(1) x*r:f(x,),k:0,1,2,...
be an iterative method for finding the root x: a of the real or complex equation
F(-.v):0.

For the iterative method (l) which converges to x: a, we say it is of order frif
(2) Irn*, - ol : o(lx,-alk) , n-+ Ø .

If the function/(.r) is & times differentiable in a neighborhood of the lirnit
point x : a, tbenthe iterative method (l) is of order fr if and only if
(3) f (o): a,-f'(o):.f"(a):...:J:(k-r) (o): 0 ,¡@(a)t0.

u(t,,+h)=eDïh

ancl algorithm (4) irecomes

(Jr*t _ T

(,0,,) * 1, ç,¡)","0 , *F þ,, + h)

(r" * ln ç,,¡)r' t !!- r (t,,-,) 2. In [6] Theoren i is given which represents the consequence ofa theorem
proved in [], In [2] Theorem 2 is proved, We state here these theorems,

Tnnonpv L Let (1) be an iterative method of order k (> 2), and lei' the

function f (x) be k+Itimes dffirentiable in a neighborhood of the limil point
x: a. Th.en

with the same ?" We note that the time-step carr be changerJ without any inatrix
inversion matters, it being constmined only to conditions arising froln accuracy,
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r,,+r = f þ,)-l|G,,)(x,- f (x,))=

(4) "n +- -f '(*^) (*,,- f (*,,)), n = 0,1,2,
k
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is an iterative method of order at least k*'l,

THEOREM 2. Let (l) be an iterativemethod of order k. Let thefunctíonJ@) be

k+l times differentiable in a neighborhood of the limít point x : a and let

,f' (o) * k.Then
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Iterative Formulas of Higher Order

In view of relations (3), we obtain from (l l)
(12) d,)@): 0 for r:!,2,..., k-l
Since
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(t - /'(") +(x - f (x) -f " (r)

(t - r'('))

a

and keeping in mind relations (3), from(l l) for r : kwe obtain

(13) ru') @) = ¡(*) {ò - }þ, ¡to)(o)] = 0.

From (10), (12) and (13) we conclude that conditions (9) are fulfilled, which
means that the iterative method (6) is of order at least Æí1, which ends the
proofofTheorem 3,

For Ë:1 the iterative methods (5) and (6) coincide and reduce to

Í ' = Y - 
x"-f (xnìl

cn+t = xn- 
l_ 165, 

il = 0,1,2,...

4. 4,n exlyngle.rf (l) represents Newton's method for finding simpte rogJg of
the equation.F(x) : 0, namely

xt +t = *,, - #3, n = 0,1,2,,,

f (*,) = x, -!9¿ .F'(r,) '

then from (4), (5), (6) we obtain the following methods, respectively:

/r <\ _ F (r,) z(r'(x,))'z + F (x,) F', (r,)\rJ,, *n+l-""- prlx)W,

(14)

which rneans that

(16)

(r7)

Xn+l = In -
F (r,,) 

.
F'(*,,

2
2

F'(*,,) z(r'(x,) - F(r,)F"(r,) '

(n=0,1,2,..,)

(5) xn+l xn-
r lu t'e^)

is an iterative method of order at least k* l,

3. In this paper we also give an iterativc process by which, starting from an

iterative method of order k, one obtains an iterative method of order at least k+ 7 .

In this connection the following theorem is proved here.

THEoREM 3. Let (l) be an íterative method of order k' Let thefunctíonf (x)

be k+l tímes differentiable in a neighbourhood of the límit point x = a and let

f'(o) + l. Then

(6) r,,+t = f þrr) .f '(r,,) 'r, 
- f ('r)

1__l
k

k
.f '(*,)

that is
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(8)

(l l)

D, M. Simeunovió 2

f (,,) - | t'(,,) *, x^ - .f (r,)

t- |r,Þ,)
2,. n=0rI

(7)

ís an iterative method of order at least kil.
Proof of Theorem 3, In the method (1) the iterative function isf (x), and in

the method (6) the iterative function is

xn+, =r, -[, .+(¿,frJ)),'" ¡(,.)), n = 0,t,2,

s(x)= f(,)-it'ø(
For the function g (-x) we shall prove that

(9) S@): a, 8'(a): 8"(a): .'. : g(k)(a): A.

By hypothesis, (1) is an iterative method of orde¡ /r and therefore relafions
(3) hold.

In view of, we obtain from (8)

(10) g(a): a.

From (8) we have

rØç*¡=¡(',a>ïlt(-Ð(')[lï[îì).[î)r0,,',(#ß).

.(;)r,' -', çr [#) 
". 

r,,', [ffi )'"' I
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According to the preceding theorems, the iterative methods (15), (16), (17) are of
order 3, since as we lolow Newton's method, (14) is of order 2'

Method (15) is known as Chebyshev's iterative method (see [3]).The
asymptotic error constant for the iterative method (15) is
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c3=
ø(r'(a)

Method (16) represents Halley's iterative method (see [4] and [5])' The as-

ymptotic er¡or consúant for the iterative method (16) is

c3=
z(r'(a))2 -zF (a)F "(a)

n(r'(a))2

For the iterative method (17) the asyrnptotic error constant is

c3=

5. Methods (15), (16), (17) are special cases of family iterative methods

(18)

where s is a finite parameter.

For simple roots of the equation F(*) = 0 the order of the iterative methocl

(18) is 3 for every fixed finite value of the parameter s, which is easily verified.

The asymtotic error constant for the iterative method (18) is

,, -t(t- ')(P"(o))' -zl'(") r"'(") 
.' I z(r'ç"¡)'

Fors: -1 from (18) we obtain Chebyshev's rnethod (15), and fors: 0 from
(1 8) we obtain Halley's method (1 6). For .r : I from ( 1 8) we obtain Lethod ( 1 7).


